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Abstract
Let  and  be two arbitrary graph parameters that satisfy (G)¿ (G) for every graph G.
For any k ∈N0 the class (k) is the hereditary class of graphs that consists of all graphs G
such that (H)− (H)6 k for every induced subgraph H of G. The graphs in (k) are called
(k)-perfect. This new concept was recently introduced by I.E. Zverovich (J. Graph Theory
32 (1999) 303–310) for the domination number , the independent domination number i and
the independence number 	. He gave characterizations of the classes i	(k) and 	(k). It is a
natural question arising from his work to study the class i(k) which generalizes the well-known
domination perfect graphs. In this note we prove a su9cient condition for a graph to belong to
i(1) and characterize all forests in i(1). c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs in this paper will be ;nite, undirected and without loops or multiple
edges. We will use the standard graph-theoretical terminology (see for instance [2]).
The vertex set and edge set of a graph G will be denoted by V (G) and E(G). The
set N (x) is the neighbourhood of the vertex x, and N [x] :=N (x) ∪ {x} is the closed
neighbourhood of x. For X ⊆V (G) let N (X ) := ⋃x∈ X N (x) and N [X ] :=
⋃
x∈ X N [x].
For x∈X ⊆V the private neighbourhood P(x; X ) of x with respect to X is de;ned
as P(x; X ) :=N [x]\N [X \{x}]. The subgraph of G induced by X ⊆V (G) is denoted
by G[X ].
A set I ⊆V (G) of pairwise non-adjacent vertices of a graph G is called an inde-
pendent set of G. The independence number of a graph G is the maximum cardinality
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of an independent set of G and is denoted by 	(G). A set D⊆V (G) of vertices of
a graph G is called a dominating set of G if N [D] =V (G). The domination number
of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G and is denoted
by (G). The independent domination number of a graph G, denoted by i(G), is the
minimum cardinality of a set D⊆V (G) of vertices of G that is an independent and
dominating set of G. The domination number (G), the independent domination num-
ber i(G) and the independence number 	(G) are related by a well-known inequality
sequence
(G)6 i(G)6 	(G):
For detailed information about the theory of these parameters the reader may refer to
the recently published book by Haynes et al. [2]. Several hereditary classes of ‘perfect’
graphs have been de;ned and studied using the classical domination parameters. Re-
cently, Zverovich [3] introduced an interesting new way of de;ning hereditary classes
of graphs that generalize the above-mentioned classes of ‘perfect graphs’. His approach
may be formalized as follows.
Let  and  be two arbitrary graph parameters that satisfy (G)¿ (G) for every
graph G. For any k ∈N0 the class (k) consists of all graphs G such that
(H)− (H)6 k
for every induced subgraph H of G. The graphs in (k) are called (k)-perfect
graphs. A graph that does not belong to (k) is called (k)-imperfect, and a (k)-
imperfect graph is minimal (k)-imperfect if all its proper induced subgraphs are
(k)-perfect.
In [3] Zverovich proved ;nite forbidden-induced subgraph characterizations of the
two classes 	i(k) and 	(k) for k ∈N0. He states the conjecture that also the classes
i(k) for k ∈N0 can be characterized by a ;nite number of forbidden-induced sub-
graphs. This would generalize the very deep characterization of the i(0)-perfect graphs,
the so-called domination perfect graphs, found by Zverovich and Zverovich [4]. In
view of the fact that even the characterization of i(0) was so di9cult whereas the
two classes 	i(0) and 	(0) are rather trivial (they consist of graphs whose components
are complete graphs), we believe that this is an extremely di9cult conjecture if it is
true. In this note we present a su9cient condition for a graph to belong to i(1) and
characterize all forests in i(1). Our su9cient condition may be seen as an analogue
of the well-known simple result that claw-free graphs are domination perfect by Allan
and Laskar [1].
2. Results
The next lemma states some properties of minimal i(k)-imperfect graphs for general
k ∈N0. Lemma 2.1 will be used in the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
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Fig. 1.
Lemma 2.1. For k ∈N0 let G be a minimal i(k)-imperfect graph and let D be a
dominating set of G with |D|= (G). Then
(i) G[D] contains no isolated vertex.
(ii) For every x∈D the private neighbourhood P(x; D) satis8es (G[P(x; D)])¿ 2.
Especially; P(x; D) contains two non-adjacent vertices.
Proof. (i) Let D′⊆D be the set of vertices that are non-isolated in G[D]. Let I be
an independent dominating set of the graph H =G[N [D′]\N (D\D′)]. Since no vertex
in D\D′ is adjacent to a vertex in V (H), the set I ∪ (D\D′) is an independent set.
Furthermore, since every vertex in V (G)\V (H) is adjacent to a vertex of D\D′, the
set I ∪ (D\D′) is a dominating set of G. As D′ is a dominating set of H , we have
i(H)¿ i(G)− |D|+ |D′|¿ i(G)− (G) + (H)¿ (H) + k + 1:
This implies that H is i(k)-imperfect and as G is minimal i(k)-imperfect we conclude
that H =G, and thus D′=D.
(ii) If (G[P(x; D)])= 1 for some x∈D, then there is a vertex y∈P(x; D) with
P(x; D)⊆N [y]. The set D′=(D∪{y})\{x} is a dominating set of G with |D′|= |D|=
(G) such that y is an isolated vertex of G[D′]. This is a contradiction to (i).
Denition 2.2. For 16 i6 4 a graph belongs to the class Hi if and only if it arises
from the graph Hi (see Fig. 1) by adding an arbitrary set of edges between pairs of
vertices x, y such that x and y belong to diMerent sets among the sets A, B, C and D.
This operation leaves the sets A, B, C and D independent. Let H=
⋃4
i= 1Hi. (Note
that |V (H1)|=8, |V (H2)|=9, |V (H3)|=10 and |V (H4)|=12.)
Theorem 2.3. If the graph G does not contain a graph in H as an induced subgraph;
then G ∈ i(1).
Proof. Let G be a minimal i(1)-imperfect graph. In order to prove the statement of
the theorem, we will show that G contains a graph inH as an induced subgraph. Let D
be a dominating set of G such that |D|= (G). As i(G)¿(G), there are two adjacent
vertices x; y∈D. Let X and Y be maximal independent sets in P(x; D) and P(y;D),
respectively. (Note that an independent set is maximal if it is not properly contained
in a diMerent independent set and that a maximal independent set is also dominating.)
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If |X |; |Y |¿ 3, then G[{x; y}∪X ∪Y ] contains a graph in H1 as an induced subgraph
which is a contradiction. Hence, in view of Lemma 2.1(ii), we assume without loss of
generality that |X |=2 and |Y |¿ 2.
The set D′=(D\{x})∪X is a dominating set of G with |D′|= |D|+1. As i(G)¿ |D|+
2, D′ is not independent and there are two adjacent vertices u; v∈D\{x}. (Note that
there is no edge joining a vertex in X to a vertex in D′.) Let U and V be maximal
independent sets in P(u; D) and P(v; D), respectively. By Lemma 2.1(ii), |U |; |V |¿ 2.
First, we assume that |{x; y; u; v}|=4. If |E(G) ∩ {xu; xv; yu; yv}|=0, then
G[{x; y; u; v} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ U ∪ V ] contains a graph in H4 as an induced subgraph.
If |E(G) ∩ {xu; xv; yu; yv}|=1, say xu∈E(G), then G[{x; y; u; v} ∪ X ∪ U ] contains a
graph in H1 as an induced subgraph. If E(G) ∩ {xu; xv; yu; yv} contains two incident
edges, say xu; xv∈E(G), then G[{x; u; v} ∪ X ∪ U ∪ V ] contains a graph in H2 as an
induced subgraph. Hence E(G)∩{xu; xv; yu; yv} contains only two non-incident edges.
Without loss of generality we assume that xu; yv∈E(G). Now G[{x; y; u; v} ∪ X ∪ U ]
contains a graph in H1 as an induced subgraph which is a contradiction.
Hence we assume without loss of generality that v=y. If x and u are adjacent, then
G[{x; y; u} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ U ] contains a graph in H2 as an induced subgraph and hence
xu =∈E(G). If |Y |¿ 3, then G[{x; y; u} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ U ] contains a graph in H3 as an
induced subgraph and hence |Y |=2.
The set D′′=(D\{y}) ∪ Y is a dominating set of G with |D′′|= |D| + 1. As
i(G)¿ |D|+2, D′′ is not independent and there are two adjacent vertices w; z ∈D\{y}.
Let W and Z be maximal independent sets in P(w;D) and P(z; D), respectively. As
above |W |, |V |¿ 2.
If |{x; y; u; w; z}|=5, then we obtain a similar contradiction as above.
Hence |{x; y; u; w; z}|=4 and, as above, we assume without loss of generality that
u= z, wy =∈E(G) and |U |=2. Now G[{x; y; u; w}∪ Y ∪U ] contains a graph in H1 as
an induced subgraph and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.4. A forest T is i(1)-perfect if and only if it does not contain one of the
graphs H1; H3 or H4 as an induced subgraph.
Proof. It is easy to verify that H1, H3 and H4 are minimal i(1)-imperfect which
implies the ‘only if ’-part. Now let T be a minimal i(1)-imperfect forest. As in the
proof of Theorem 2.3, we will show that T contains one of H1, H3 or H4 as an
induced subgraph. Let D be a dominating set of T with |D|= (T ). As i(T )¿(T ),
there are two adjacent vertices x; y∈D. Note that the private neighbourhoods in T are
independent sets.
If T [D] contains just one edge, then (D\{x}) ∪ P(x; D) and (D\{y}) ∪ P(y;D) are
independent dominating sets. This implies that |P(x; D)|; |P(y;D)|¿ 3 and T [{x; y} ∪
P(x; D) ∪ P(y;D)] contains H1 as an induced subgraph. Hence T [D] contains an edge
uv 
= xy. If all edges in T [D] are incident with one vertex, say x, then we may assume
without loss of generality that x= v. Since (D\{x})∪P(x; D) is an independent domi-
nating set, |P(x; D)|¿ 3 and T [{x; y; u}∪P(x; D)∪P(y;D)∪P(u; D)] contains H3 as an
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induced subgraph. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that |{x; y; u; v}|=4.
If T contains the edge xu, then T [{x; y; u; v}∪P(x; D)∪P(u; D)] contains H1 as an in-
duced subgraph. Hence xu =∈E(T ) and, similarly, xv; yu; yv =∈E(T ). Denote the private
neighbourhoods of x, y, u and v by X , Y , U and V , respectively. By Lemma 2.1(ii),
|X |; |Y |; |U |; |V |¿ 2.
If there is no edge in T [X ∪ Y ∪ U ∪ V ], then the graph H4 is an induced sub-
graph of T . Hence we assume without loss of generality that x′u′ ∈E(T ) for some
x′ ∈X and u′ ∈U . Note that there is at most one edge in T [X ∪ Y ∪ U ∪ V ]. If
max{|X |; |U |}¿ 3, then H4 is an induced subgraph of T . Hence |X |= |U |=2, say
X = {x′; x′′} and U = {u′; u′′}.
The set D′=(D\{x; u})∪{x′; x′′; u′′} is a dominating set of T with |D′|= |D|+1. As
i(T )¿ |D|+2, D′ is not independent and there are two adjacent vertices w; z ∈D\{x; u}.
Let W =P(w;D) and Z =P(z; D). By Lemma 2.1(ii), |W |; |Z |¿ 2.
First, we assume that |{x; y; u; v; w; z}|=6 (see left part of Fig. 2). As above, there
is no edge between {x; y; u; v} and {w; z}, since otherwise T contains H1 as an induced
subgraph. Furthermore, there is either no edge in T [X ∪Y ∪W ∪Z] or there is no edge
in T [U ∪ V ∪W ∪ Z]. In both cases T contains H4 as an induced subgraph.
Hence |{x; y; u; v; w; z}|=5 (see right part of Fig. 2) and we assume without loss
of generality z= v. Now, T [{x; y; v; w} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ V ∪W ] contains H4 as an induced
subgraph and the proof is complete.
As a ;nal remark we want to point out that the number of minimal i(1)-imperfect
graphs is — if ;nite anyway — at least ( 17+12 ), since the disjoint union of any pair of
the 17 minimal i(0)-imperfect graphs (see [4]) is minimal i(1)-imperfect. We heavily
doubt that a characterization using such a large number of graphs is feasible in the
explicit way of [4]. Nevertheless, it may be possible that the minimal i(1)-imperfect
graphs can in some way be constructed from the minimal i(0)-imperfect graphs sim-
ilarly as in [3].
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